
Textbook questions Revision test 3
Instructions for students: Follow your teacher's instruction.
Also, you can  attempt this test online and see your result.

Solve online

1. Answer in detail II (7 m.)

How does the electromagnetic train work?

A good application of an

A) electricity
B) electromagnet
C) magnet

is an electromagnetic train. This train works on the principle of

A) magnetic attraction
B) magnetic repulsion
C) magnetic levitation

Hence, it is also known as a

A) normal train
B) electric train
C) suspension train

This train does not use

A) magnet
B) diesel

The magnetic

A) only attraction
B) attraction and repulsion
C) only repulsion

properties are used to run these super-fast trains.

With the help of the force of attraction or repulsion properties of magnets, any

A) plastic object
B) magnetic object
C) wooden object

can be moved. This train mainly works on the

A) attraction
B) repulsion

property of a magnet.
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The bottom of the train and the rail track is attached with the

A) like poles
B) unlike poles

of the magnets.

This attachment of

A) unlike poles is to attract
B) like poles is to repel

each other and

A) carry
B) lift
C) attach

the train from the track for at least

A) 100 cm
B) 10 cm
C) 20 cm

The sides of the track and the bottom sideway of the train is also fitted with the

A) wood
B) plastics
C) magnets

to move the train. The flow of the

A) magnetism
B) electricity
C) repulsion

controls the motion of the train.
2. Questions based on Higher Order Thinking Skills II (2 m.)

Two bar magnets are given in the figure A and B. By the property of  
attraction, identify the North pole and the South pole in the bar magnet  
(B).

Bar magnets

In Fig-B magnet, the pole nearer to the North pole of Fig-A is

A) North pole
B) South pole
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3. Intext question (4 m.)

Write the differences between a normal and an electromagnetic train.

1. Normal train are

A) eco-friendly
B) not energy efficient
C) energy efficient

, whereas electromagnetic train are

A) energy efficient
B) eco-friendly
C) not energy efficient

2. Compared to normal train, electromagnetic train have

A) very high noise pollution
B) very less noise pollution
C) no noise pollution

3. Due to

B) speed
C) friction
D) velocity

, the normal train does not reach

A) higher speed
B) lower speed
C) zero speed

But, there is

A) no friction
B) no velocity
C) friction

in electromagnetic train and hence it attains

A) zero speed
B) high speed
C) low speed
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